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Looking at the setting of 1 Corinth ians 13 first in 1 Corinthians as a whole

and then in the setting of 1 Corinthians 12–14 is the beginning of an investigation

of cessationism in 1 Cor 13:8-12.  Next comes a study of 1 Cor 13:8-11 in the

context of 1 Corinthians 13.  The following step is an investigation of the terms used

in 1 Cor 13:8-11, including  prophecies, knowledge, and tongues.  At that point the

study addresses the subject of the cessation of gifts spoken of in 1 Cor 13:8-10,

followed by attention given to “tongues shall cease.”  The time of the cessation of

the gifts in 1 Cor 13:10 is next for consideration, a time that depends heavily on the

meaning of teleios in that verse.  The term means “mature” in that instance,

referring to a matura tion that would come to the  church.  Then comes a tracing of

the argument’s progression in 1 Cor 13:8-11.  The whole discussion o f the gifts’

cessation is part of the emphasis of chapter 13 on the supremacy of love, a factor

that should always be in mind in a discussion of cessation.  First Cor 13:8-12

intertwines revelation, cessation, and maturation with cessation and maturation

coming at a related point in time, but speaking of the cessation of revelatory gifts

at the time the church  matures.

* * * * *

THE SETTING OF CHAPTER 13 IN 1 CORINTHIANS

The larger context of the 1 Corinthians as a whole is important to a study

of 1 Cor 13:8-12.  After Paul’s introduction in 1:1-9 , which leads strongly into his

initial address, in 1:10-6:20 he mentions matters communicated to him through a

personal report.  But beginning in chapter 7, he responds to issues addressed to him

in a written report,1 introducing the section with the words, “Now concerning the

things about which you wrote … ” (7:1).  He follows that with “now concerning

virgins” in 7:25, “now concerning things sacrificed to idols” in 8:1, “now concerning

spiritual gifts” in 12:1, and “now concerning the collection for the saints” in 16:1.
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Other items addressed in the letter such as the role of women and  men in worship in

11:2-16 and conduct at the Lord’s Supper in 11:17-34 are not so introduced .  The

matter under consideration in 1 Corinthians 12–14 is clearly a response to a written

inquiry sent to Paul.

Another significant factor in this discussion relates to the argument in the

opening chapters.  The chapter divisions in the first part of the book are not

necessarily helpful.  For example, the thought begun in 1:18  runs through to 2:5; and

the rest of chapter 2 (2:6-16) may flow into chapter 3, for 3:1-4 flows directly out of

2:6-16 but also  provides a transition into 3:5-17.2 This is independent of the

discussion on 13:8-13, but the progression of thought in these early passages is

important in determining the meaning of JÎ JX8,4@< (to teleion, “the mature”) in

13:10.

THE SETTING OF  CHAPTER  13  IN  1  CORINTHIANS 12–14

In the immediate context, Paul’s response to the Corinthian inquiry covers

12:1–14:40.  Paul’s ending of the chapter with the same verb (.08@ØJ,, z�loute , “be

zealous, 12:31) that he uses to begin chapter 14 (.08@ØJ,, z�loute , “be zealous,”

14:1) is important.  Though it could  be argued that one of these verbs is indicative

and the other imperative, the common form and context dictate otherwise.  What is

stated in 14:1 is “not a precise repetition” of what is stated in 12:31, but the

imperatival aspect of as 12:31 carries over.3

What is especially significant is that the apostle follows a pattern found

elsewhere by leaving off his argument in 12:31 and then, after a brief diversion to

another very important matter, resuming his discussion in 14:1 with a distinctly

different emphasis.  Paul clearly lists the gifts in 12:28 in their order of importance,

and, in so doing, puts “apostles” first and then “prophets.”  Since apostles were

limited in number and were not available on a long-term basis in every church, the

highest remaining gift was prophecy.  Therefore, when he resumes his discussion in

14:1, he does not refer to apostleship but rather to prophecy as the leading gift

availab le to a local body.  The subject in both passages is the same.  

The place of 1 Corinthians 13 in the overall argument of 12:1–14:40  is also

important.  Some like Jean Héring may conclude, “It could be argued, therefore, as

certain that Chapter  13 d id not originally occupy its present place in the Epistle,”4

but the majority of scholars accept the order found in the present text.  A definite

continuity in the development of thought prevails as Paul moves from chapter 12 to

13 and then resumes his discussion of gifts in chapter 14.
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General Observations about Spiritual Gifts

The uniqueness of each gift passage and list.  Due to the continuity of

thought in this section, many items in chapters 12 and 14 impact an understanding

of chapter 13.  One of those is the discussion of gifts in chapter 12.  First, at least 5

(and arguably 6) separate listings of gifts appear in the NT (1 Cor 12:8-10; 12:28-30;

[13:8]; Rom 12:6-8; Eph 4:11; 1  Pet 4:11) and two of those lists are in 1 Corinthians

12 (12:8-10; 28-30).  It is evident that each list of gifts is unique, even the two in 1

Corinthians 12.  The order is unique and some of the gifts appear only once.  For

example, the gift of wisdom (8`(@H F@N\"H, logos sophias) occurs only in 1 Cor

12:8  and the gift of “pilotage” (6L$,D<ZF,4H, kubern�seis) only in 1 Cor 12:28.

Therefore, when one approaches each list, he must ask some major questions, such

as, “Why are these gifts listed here?” and “What is the significance of the pres-

ence/absence and the ordering of gifts within the list?”  Answers to those have an

impact on the meaning of 1 Cor 13:8 since all three mentioned there are also found

in the list of 1 Cor 12:8-10.  Therefore, a study of the list in 12:8-10 and the ordering

of that list will have some bearing on understanding the gifts included in 13:8.

The nature of spiritual gifts [in 12:8-10].  Two basic observations are

helpful before addressing the gifts specifically.   First of all, Carson contends that

“the lists as a whole contain an impressive mixture of what some might label

‘natural’ and ‘supernatural’ endowments, or ‘spectacular’ and  ‘more ordinary’

gifts….  The intriguing thing is that Paul himself makes no such distinctions: it is the

same God who  works all things in all men.”5  That conclusion is without immediate

contextual support.  In fact, Fee, commenting on the list in 12:8-10, writes, 

What distinguishes this listing is the concretely visible nature of these items, especially
of the last seven.  These, after all, are not only “gifts”; they are above all manifestations
of the Spirit’s presence in their midst, most likely chosen because they are, like tongues
itself, extraordinary phenomena.  It would scarcely do for Paul at this point to attempt to
broaden their perspective by listing less visible items.  That will come in time (especially
through the analogy of the body and in the lists in vv. 28-30); but for now the emphasis
is on the supernatural.  Indeed, the truly remarkable feature of this list is the attribution
of “each one” of a whole gamut of supernatural activities—in the same matter-of-fact way
that contemporary churchmen would list positions on an organizational chart!6

A doctor may have great skills in his practice (all of them ultimately God-given in

one way or another) and may be able to bring healing to many, but that skill is not

the “gift of healing.”  The gifts mentioned are—by their very nature—supernaturally

and specially bestowed by God on each believer.
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The identity of spiritual gifts .  In addition, one of the major problems that

surfaces in so many of the discussions on gifts—be it from a cessationist or

noncessationist point of view— is the attempt to give the gifts mentioned in each of

these lists a 21st-century correspondent.  This is certainly the source of much debate

on such things as prophecy.   Poythress, in addressing that specific issue, writes, “I

maintain that modern spiritual gifts are analogous to but not identical with the

divinely authoritative gifts exercised by the apostles.”7  The likelihood of  Poythress’

premise should be weighed in light of defining all the gifts.  For example, a seminary

graduate remarked, “People have confirmed  that I have the gift of d iscernment.”

Now, he may well have “a gift of discernment” but he does not have “the gift of

discernment” referred to by Paul in 1 Cor 12:10.8 That was unique to that day and

in all likelihood has no connection with any gift a person may have today.  By the

same token, “the gift of pilotage” referred to only once (12:28) probably did not

resemble in Paul’s mind what we think of when we refer to “the gift of administra-

tion” today. 

Specific Observations on the Gifts in 1 Cor 12:8-10

At this point some basic observations are necessary with reference to the

list of gifts in 1 Cor 12:8-10.  

The basis for understanding the division of the gifts.  Arguably, both

cessationists and noncessationists have made much more over the list of gifts in 1

Cor 12:8-10 than Paul intended.  Fee addresses this issue when he writes, “To

illustrate the thesis of v. 7 Paul proceeds to offer a sizable list of ways in which the

Spirit is manifested in the Christian assembly.  Because this is the first of several

such listings of ‘gifts’ in the Pauline corpus, considerable interest has been generated

over this passage in terms of the nature and meaning of the various gifts

themselves.”9 But, as he goes on to say, “That lies outside of Paul’s own interest,

which is simply to illustrate the diversity of the Spirit’s activities/manifestations in

the church.”10

An initial matter of importance is to take each list as given and try to

determine the significance of the specific gifts addressed.  For example, “Why does

Paul chose to refer to the three gifts mentioned in 13:8?” or “W hat do  they have in

common?”  As to the significance of that grouping of gifts, it is best to look back at

the list in 1 Cor 12:8-10.  There are many views about the arrangement of the gifts

in that list.  Fee addresses the issue this way:
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Attempts to classify the several items are numerous and varied.  Some have suggested
that they reflect a descending order of value, while others have rearranged the items
conceptually.  A popular grouping is (1) gifts of instruction (wisdom and knowledge);
(2) gifts of supernatural power (faith, healings, miracles); and (3) gifts of inspired
utterance (prophecy, discerning prophecies, tongues, interpretation of tongues).11 

The merit of this view is that it maintains the order of the gifts as given and does not

rearrange them.  On the other hand, Carson, who also discusses the various attempts

to classify this list, writes,

If any such classification is warranted by features in the text itself, it is the one that notes
the variation in the Greek terms for “another.”  Sometimes Paul maintains a distinction
between these two terms �88@H (allos, “another”) and ªJ,D@H (heteros, “another”)—for
example, in Galatians 1:6-7—and sometimes he does not.  If the distinction is maintained
here, some argue, an intelligible result is achieved: when ªJ,D@H (heteros, “another”)
appears, a new division in the list is intended.12

Fee concurs as he  writes, “If grouping is legitimate at all, it is most likely to be found

in some clues Paul himself has given, by starting the third and eighth items (faith and

tongues) with a different word for ‘another.’”13 On the basis of this, Carson, much

like Meyer,14 presents the following development of thought:

This issues in the following division: the word of wisdom and the word of knowledge lie
in the intellectual arena; faith, healing, miracles, prophecy, and distinguishing of spirits
are grouped separately, perhaps linked with special faith, the lead item in this division;
and tongues and the interpretation of tongues, in a category by itself.15

The conclusion concerning the division of the gifts.   Meyer (first

published by T & T Clark in 1883) makes this observation, “The following nine

charismata, enumerated in a preliminary way up to ver. 10 (besides which, others are

afterwards mentioned, ver. 28), are divided into three classes, which cannot,

however, correspond to the three *4"4DXF,4H (diaireseis, “varieties”), vv. 4-6,

because there each sentence comprises all charismata.”16  He then goes on to state,

“The external division is distinctly marked  by Paul himself in this way, namely, that
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he notes the transition to a new category by ©JXDå [heter2Ç, “to another”] (while for

subdivision within  the classes he uses �88è [all 2Ç, “another”), thus: (1) ver. 8, by ø
:X< [h 2Ç men , “to one”]; (2) ver. 9, by ©JXDå *X [heter2Ç de, “but to another”]; (3)

ver.10 by ©JXDå *X [heter2Ç de, “but to another”].”17

In summary, borrowing from Meyer, we would offer the following:

I.   Charismata connected with  _______ (to be determined  later):

1. 8`(@H F@N\"H (logos sophias, “word of wisdom”).

2. 8`(@H (<fF,TH (logos gnÇseÇs, “word of knowledge”).

II.  Charismata depending upon special energy of faith:

1. The B\FJ4H  (pistis, “faith”) itself.

2. Its agency in deeds, namely,

a. ÆV:"J" (iamata , “healings”)

b. *L<V:,4H (dunameis, “miracles”).

3. Its agency in words, namely, the BD@N0J,\" (proph�teia, “prophecy”).

4. Its critical agency, the *4V6D4F4H  B<,L:.[VJT<]  (diakrisis  pneum.-

    [atÇn], “discerning of spirits”).

III. Charismata connected with the (8äFF"4 (glossai, “tongues”):

1. Speaking with tongues.

2. Interpretation of tongues.

In spite of Paul’s clear demarcation, Carson finds it difficult to accept such

a division because, according to him, “there is enough overlap between the first two

categories to make the theory less than convincing.  Does not prophecy, in the

second division, also produce intellectual results (first division)?  Is faith more

characteristic of distinguishing sp irits (second division) than of uttering a word of

wisdom (first division)?   On balance, it is best to treat the gifts one by one.”18

7`(@H F@N\"H (logos sophias)—word of wisdom.  When anyo ne fails

to accept the division established by Paul or seeks to  reorganize the structure to

make more sense,  to that degree, he is not letting the text drive him.  Divisions of

this list are pertinent to an understanding of 1 Cor 13:8-13 for several reasons.  The

first is that failing to accept the order of this list—or any of the lists—as it is and

seeking to discern the author’s meaning may cause someone to miss the author’s

point.  This is especially pertinent when attempting to ascertain why he chose the

three gifts in 13:8.  The second is accepting the division the text demands shows that

he chose a gift from each of the three sections of 12:8-10 to consider in 13:8 .  It is

therefore important to determine— as in the division in 12:8-10— the relationship  of

those gifts to each other.  A third matter has to do with the meaning of the “word of
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knowledge” in 12:8 in light of its further use in 13:8.

For example, accepting the fact that the first two gifts mentioned in 12:8

belong to the same category leads to an understanding  of  the  meaning  of  logos

gnÇseÇs in 12:8  because of its association with logos sophias, which is found only

here in the NT in the context of spiritual gifts.  As to the significance of the word

logos sophias, Fee comments, 

With a considerable stroke of inspiration Paul now does two things: (a) He uses one of
their own terms to begin his list of ‘manifestations’ in the assembly that demonstrate the
great diversity inherent in the one Spirit’s activities; and (b) he reshapes that term in light
of the work of the Spirit so as to give it a significantly different content from their own.19

As to the identity of  logos sophias, Thomas writes,

The widespread occurrence of “wisdom” in the Word of God is obvious to any Bible
reader.  The gift so labeled, however, has a more restricted sense because it refers to a
specific function of which only a certain group in the body of Christ has been capable.
That specialized sense is understandable in light of 1 Corinthians 2:6-13.  In this earlier
section of the epistle, Paul describes himself in connection with other apostolic and
missionary teachers, such as Apollos and Cephas (cf. 1 Cor. 1:12; 3:4-6).  As divine
mouthpieces, they spoke, “God’s wisdom in a mystery, the hidden wisdom” (1 Cor. 2:7).
By mentioning wisdom in connection with “mystery” and what is “hidden,” this passage
points clearly to divine revelation received by these early Christian leaders, which they
in turn transformed into words for communicating to others of their generation.  It is the
process of receiving and communicating this special revelation that is discussed in the
paragraph through 2:13.20

7`(@H (<fF,TH (logos gnÇseÇs)—w ord of knowledge.  When it comes

to a discussion of the meaning of logos gnÇseÇs, which is found three more times in

very significant places in chapters 12–14, Fee comments that it and the “word of

wisdom” should “be understood as parallel in some way,” and then concludes, “Most

likely, therefore, it is a ‘spiritual utterance’ of some revelatory kind.   This is

suggested by its place between ‘revelation’ and ‘prophecy’ in 14:6 and by the fact

that, along with prophecy and tongues, it will cease at the Eschaton (13:8).”21  He

then further states, “How the content of such an utterance makes it gnÇsis as

distinguished from ‘wisdom’ and ‘revelation’ is perhaps lost to us.”22 Since this and

the logos sophias are parallel in some way, they must both be revelatory gifts.  On

that basis, one could conclude that the division of 12:8-10 be defined as: (1)
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revelatory gifts; (2) faith gifts (gifts dependent upon the energy of faith [Although

one may not have put prophecy in that category, it was arguably a gift that was

dependent upon the energy of faith for the one communicating the revelatory word

from God.]) and (3) tongues and interpretive gifts.

It is important to accept the uniqueness of each list of gifts and to try to

determine the purpose and nature of the gifts.   The ordering of the gifts in 1 Cor

12:28 is clear from its context.  The gifts chosen by Peter (1 Pet 4:10-11) have their

distinct purpose and are unique.  Although there are some parallel statements

between Eph 4:11-16  and 1  Cor 13:8-11, the purpose and ordering of the “gifted

ones” in Ephesians 4 are unique to that context.   The same could be said for the list

in Rom 12:6-8.  Therein lies one of the problems in attempting to come up with a

comprehensive list of all the gifts.  Another problem, which was addressed above,

is that some (if not many/most) of the gifts were limited to that period in the life of

the church and are not similarly reflected in the life of the church today. 

What does this have to do with the three gifts mentioned in 13:8?  Since

understanding why Paul lists the gifts he does in each individual context is important,

and since in each case the configuration and the order are unique, the same applies

to 1 Cor 13:8.  Furthermore, the reason an understanding of 1 Cor 12:8-10  is so

significant is that in 13:8, a gift from each section of the first delineation in 12:8-10:

gnÇsis from the first section, proph�teiai from the second section, and glÇssai from

the third section.  Why does Paul refer to  these three gifts in that context?  What is

especially significant about them that sets them apart in his discussion?   That will be

addressed later.   But two things are worth keeping in mind.  Firs t, the context in

which the gifts are found must determine the conclusion.  Second, the gifts are

chosen for a determined purpose in that context, and because of that, one does a

gross injustice to that context to conclude with Carson,  “In other words, the gifts of

prophecy, knowledge, and tongues (and presumably by extrapolation most other

charismatic gifts) will pass away at some point future  to Paul’s writing… .”23  He is

correct in noting that the context speaks of the cessation of these three gifts at some

point future to Paul’s writing, but he goes beyond the direct statement of the passage

when he suggests that one can extrapolate from this context that other gifts will cease

as well.  Although other gifts may cease, the passage does not mention any gifts

beyond those three.

THE SETTING  OF VER SES 8-11 IN 1 CORINTHIANS 13

The primary purpose of 1 Cor 13:8-13 is not to focus on the cessation of

spiritual gifts.  On the other hand, though the emphasis is still on giving further proof

of the supremacy of love, there is a definite statement on the cessation of certain
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gifts.  In fact, Fee says, “The greater urgency of this present argument … is with the

‘only-for-the-present’ nature of the gifts, not with the permanence of love—although

that is always lingering near the surface.  Love is scarcely mentioned (vv. 8a, 13

only); the fact that the gifts will pass away forms the heart of the entire argument (vv.

8-12).”24  Interpreters may disagree about the time of the cessation, but no one

doubts the statement about the cessation.

The Relationship of 13:8-13 to 13:1-7

Understanding the relationship between 13:8-13 and its immediately

preceding context in 13:1-7 is absolutely essential.  Carson states it quite well:

The connection between this section and what has immediately preceded is entirely
natural.  In the preceding verse (13:7), Paul concludes by saying that love “always
perseveres”; in other words, “Love never fails” (13:8).  But the connections are deeper.
In the first three verses of this chapter, Paul draws a contrast between love and the
P"D\F:"J" (charismata, “gifts”).  Now in verses 8-13, he picks up the contrast again,
but with a new wrinkle.  Here the contrast turns on the fact that love is permanent, while
the P"D\F:"J" (charismata) terminate.  That, too, demonstrates love’s intrinsic
superiority.  Thus the statement love never fails also anticipates verse 13.  Unfortunately
the powerful thrust of Paul’s argument is sometimes lost under detailed debates as to
when the P"D\F:"J" (charismata) cease; but those debates can be an impetus to tracing
out the thought of the apostle.  If we get the issue of cessation straight, we shall grasp the
central points of this section.25

The concluding statement is quite true, but it leads the present writer to a different

conclusion than it does Carson.  What is especially significant, however, is that the

final words of verse 7 about love always persevering are picked up in verse 8 and

open the door for the discussion that follows.

The Relationship of 13:8-11 to 13:12-13

Some matters concerning 13:12-13 are important because of their impact

in the minds of many with respect to the argument of 13:8-11, and especially vv. 9-

10.  One of the conclusions assumed by some, if not most, noncessationists (and

some cessationists as well) is that one’s interpretation of v. 12 must determine the

meaning of JÎ JX8,4@< (to teleion, “the mature”) in v. 10.26 On the other hand, an

individual representing a cessationist position finds himself reading his view of v.
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10 into v. 12 and thereby arguing against what seems to be the clear meaning of that

verse.27

That whatever is stated in vv. 8-10 must somehow relate to what Paul says

in v. 12 goes without question.  There is little doubt in the minds of most cessationist

and noncessatinist commentators that v. 12 refers to some aspect of the B"D@LF\"
(parousia, “coming”) or the eschaton.  How this thought connects with v. 10 is a

matter of question.  Does it reiterate in a broader context what has already been

discussed, or does it flow from the thought of v. 10 and provide a further discussion

of that verse’s meaning?  That will be addressed later, but for the present, the major

issue is the focus of the author.  

A major defining syntactical matter in 13:12 is the repeated �DJ4 … J`J,
(arti … tote, “now … then”), which occurs twice in that verse, and around which the

argument of that verse revolves.  As Thiselton puts it, “The major contrast turns on

�DJ4, just now, or for the present, and J`J,, then (in the temporal rather than the

logical sense).  The two terms are repeated, each time with the contrastive *X, but.

The introductory (VD, for, signals that Paul uses this imagery to explain what has

gone before (in vv. 9-11).”28

To what does the “then” refer?  Meyer states that it is the Parousia.29 Or, as

Fee puts it, “as it were; at the Eschaton.”30 Carson comments on the statement “face

to face” and says that it is “… almost a formula in the Septuagint for a theophany,

and therefore almost certainly a reference to the new state brought about by the

parousia.”31 Toussaint concludes, “Few would controvert the idea that verse twelve

is anticipating the return of Christ for His own.” 32 So, as can be seen, little doubt

exists that v. 12 refers to being in the Lord’s presence in spite of the argument of

some cessationists that this is not so.33

But once again, the thing to keep in mind—and it cannot be emphasized too

much—is that the central thought of 1 Corinthians 13 is on the supremacy of love.

That is evidenced in this summary: “The chapter falls into three clearly marked parts.

(1) The Necessity of possessing Love, 1-3; (2) Its glorious Character, 4-7; (3) Its
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eternal Duration, 8-13.”34 Although vv. 8-13 mention love only twice—the first and

last verses—and although the central theme in vv. 8b-12 is the cessation of certain

spiritual gifts, the overall point is still on the supremacy of love, since gifts will cease

to exist but love will not.  That is the clear initial statement in this section (v. 8a),

“Love never fails.”

With this foundation, developing the thoughts of vv. 8-12 step by step is

next.

THE TER MS USED IN 1 CO RINTHIANS 13:8-11

After a consideration of the relationship of 13:8-12 to the context of the

entire book and more specifically to the closer context of chapters 12–14, a look at

the five verses more directly and an analysis of their vocabulary comes next.  First

of all, definitions of prophecy, tongues and knowledge are necessary.  

The Gift of Prophecy

The first gift in 13:8 is “the gift of prophecy.”  A discussion of this gift does

not require much space at this point since another essay in this issue deals with that,

but this quote from Thomas might help put the gift in perspective:

Persons who possessed the gift of prophecy shared with the apostles the responsibility
of being channels of direct revelation; they had insight into the “mysteries” of God (1
Cor. 13:2; Eph. 2:20; 3:3, 5) as did the apostles.  NT prophets were the vehicles of
Divine revelation (1 Cor. 14:29), some of which passed into written form and was
included in Scripture (e.g. Luke/Acts, Hebrews). The very words of their prophecies,
being based on and inseparable from divine revelation, were inspired and therefore
authoritative.  This was an indispensable element of revelation.  Without direct revelation
from God, someone who promoted edification through exhortation and comfort had to
base his message on the inspired words of others.  This explanation of modern-day
preaching is preferable to the view that equates preaching with the gift of prophecy.35

Walvoord describes one thus gifted by saying, “His message is individual

and personal; it revealed the will of God  which otherwise might have been unknown,

meeting the need which later was to be filled by the written New Testament.”36 He

then states further, “Mere teaching guided by the Spirit as experienced by many

Christians throughout the  present dispensation is not evidence of a prophetic gift.
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The prophet, if a true prophet, must necessarily deliver a message free from error,

a product not of his own mind, but a revelation from God.”37 Giving an added

dimension to this, Hill writes, “A Christian prophet is a Christian who functions

within the church, as a  divinely called and divinely inspired speaker who receives

intelligible and authoritative revelations or messages which he is impelled to deliver

publicly, in oral or written form, to Christian individuals and/or the Christian com-

munity.”38

The Gift of Knowledge

The third gift which was to pass away is “the gift of knowledge.”  For

purposes of this essay, “the gift of knowledge” is the second for consideration,

leaving “the gift of tongues” until last.  The nature of “the gift of knowledge” was

addressed above, but a few things should  be added here.  This is not knowledge itself

but rather “the gift of knowledge.”  Carson puts it this way, “What passes away, of

course, is not knowledge per se, but the charismatic gift of knowledge (for

knowledge itself will never pass away; and  if it did, no one would know it); not the

content of prophecy, but the individual prophesyings… .”39  In other words, “In itself

(<äF4H [gnÇsis] may be the result of instruction guided by reason, and it requires

no special illumination; but the use of this knowledge, in accordance with the Spirit

for the edification of others, is a special gift.”40  Fee writes, “Most likely, therefore,

it is a ‘spiritual utterance’ of some revelatory kind.   This is suggested by its place

between ‘revelation’ and ‘prophecy’ in 14:6 and by the fact that, along with

prophecy and tongues, it will cease  at the Eschaton (13:8).”41

The cessation of gifts will be examined later, but it can be noted here that

this gift will cease.  Alford is incorrect in holding that prophecy and tongues will be

absolutely superseded, whereas knowledge will only be relatively superseded,42

because the text uses the same verb  for the cessation of bo th prophecy and

knowledge.  

The Gift of Tongues

Before a discussion of “the gift of tongues,” it would be good to remember

that the gift of tongues had a valuable place in God’s economy.  One of the most
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disturbing factors in the debate about tongues is that it often is portrayed as a bad

gift.  God deemed it as a good gift, necessary, valuable, and useful for His purpose

in the early life of His church.  The proper use of the gift did not disturb Paul; the

abuse of the gift was of concern to him.

The Nature of the Gift  

One of the most significant features about tongues is the nature of the gift.

As with the other two gifts cited  in v. 8, considerable debate exists today about the

identity of this gift.  Although a clear understanding of all aspects of this gift is not

essential for a conclusion drawn from the passage, it is important to address it to

some extent.   As suggested earlier, Paul’s discussion of the gifts in 12:8-10 is

significant since the gifts in13:8 are in that list as well, and in fact, are each drawn

from separate sections of that list.  A case in point is the (X<0  (8TFFä<  (gen�
glÇssÇn, “kinds of tongues”) of 12:10 and the (8äFF"4 (glÇssai, “tongues”) of

13:8.  Paul undoubted ly refers to the same gift in the two places, but the  phrase

gen�  glÇssÇn in 12:10 has led to all kinds of conclusions about this gift.  A general

idea about the use of this word itself will be helpful.  This essay will restrict the

discussion to the references to glÇssai leading up to and including 1 Cor 13:8.

The general use of  glÇssa.  Although some would base the meaning of 

glÇssa in 13:8 on their understanding of its use in 1 Corinthians 12–14 , their

conclusions often do not correspond to the common use in the NT or the Septuagint.

The word glÇssa occurs 37 times in the NT (only 14 of those in 1 Corinthians) and

over 150  times in the LXX .  The common use in the NT agrees with the common use

of the word elsewhere in literature and refers to the physical organ of the body

known as the tongue (Mark 7:33, 35; Jas 3:5, 6), to languages (Rev 5:9; 7:9; 10:11;

13:7; 14:6; 17:15), and to anything shaped like a tongue (Acts 2:3).43

In the Septuagint, glÇssa appears almost invariably as the translation of the

two Hebrew words: 0|�I- (l~šôn, “tongue”) and %I5�I  (Ñ~p~h, “lip”).  The former,

which is used most frequently, refers to a language (Neh 13:24), to the tongue as an

organ of a man’s body (Josh 10:21; Judg 7:5, 6), to the tongue of an animal (Exod

11:7), to a (tongue-shaped) wedge of gold  (Josh 7:21), to a (tongue-shaped) bay of

the sea (Josh 15:2, 5; Isa 11:15), and to a tongue of fire or devouring (Isa 5:24).44

The latter word, %I5�I , has the basic meaning of “lip,” “speech,” and “edge”: lip as

a human organ of speech (Isa 29:13), speech as a language (Gen 11:7), edge as of

a sea shore (Gen 22:17) or of the bank of a river (Gen 41:3, 17).45 Neither of these
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Hebrew words refers to ecstatic utterances.  In fact, it could be summarily stated

from the use of this noun in other places in Scripture and even outside of Scripture

in NT times that no valid proof exists for its use as an ecstatic utterance.

The use of  glÇssa in Acts.  The main word  translated  “tongue” is glÇssa,

from which  the term “glossolalia” is derived (Acts 2:4, 11; 10:46; 19:6; 1

Corinthians 12–14), but a synonymous word not used as often is *4V8,6J@H
(dialektos, “language”).   Since glÇssa and dialektos are used in connection with the

gift in Acts, an examination of the two words and their relationship to  the gift is

necessary.  The term dialektos (found in Acts 1:19; 2:6, 8; 21:40; 26:14) defines “the

tongue or language peculiar to any people”46 or to a nation or region.47  It is so used

by Aristotle (fr. Polyt. Aristotle prob. 10, 38: 895a:  J@Ø �<2DfB@L :\" NT<¬
�88� *4V8,6J@4 B@88"\ [tou anthrÇpou mia phÇn�  alla dialektoi pollai, “one

voice of man but many languages”]).48  Polhill, commenting on the use of dialektos

in vv. 6-8, states, “It can only refer to a known language or dialect.”49  Marshall takes

that a step further as he writes, “Verses 6, 8 and 11 show that human languages are

meant.”50  It should be noted that vv. 6 and 8 use the word dialektos while v. 11

contains the word glÇssa.   Thomas writes, “It cannot be doubted that the word has

the same meaning here (2 :6, 8), being a reference to the language and  dialects

spoken by the persons listed in verses nine through eleven.”51 He further comments,

“That was the nature of the gift exemplified in Acts 2, where the ‘tongues’ of verse

4 and 11 were one and the same phenomenon as the ‘language’ in verses 6 and 8.”52

Although that is quite clear, Polhill comments, “The word ‘tongue’ may be

ambiguous in v. 4,” and then concludes, “Luke uses the expression ‘to speak in other

[heteros, ‘different’] tongues [languages]’ in v. 4, thus making a distinction from

tongue-speaking (which he did know and referred to in 10:46).”53  The problem with

that conclusion is that there is nothing linguistically or contextually that demands a

distinction between what is found in Acts 2 and what is referred to in Acts 10:46.

Those who, like Dunn, suggest that the miracle was in the hearing, not the
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speaking,54 must take into account that the speakers— not the hearers— were those

on whom the Spirit came, or as Polhill puts it, “Indeed, if the miracle was in the

crowd’s hearing rather than in the believers’ speaking, one wonders why it was even

necessary for Luke to tell of the Spirit’s coming so  powerfully upon them.”55

But in the main, what is especially challenging is that while some readily

admit that the basic meaning of glÇssa refers to the tongue as an organ of the body

and also to other things shaped as a tongue and to languages,56 they also suggest that

it refers to “the gift of men who, rapt in an ecstasy and no longer quite masters of

their own reasons and consciousness, pour forth their glowing spiritual emotions in

strange utterances, ragged, dark, disconnected, quite unfitted to instruct or to

influence the minds of others.”57  Behm states, “The peculiar phenomenon of

8"8,Ã< (¦<) (8fFF® ((8fFF"4H) [“to speak in a tongue (tongues)”] (1 C. 12–14;

Acts 10:46; 19:6), with which we should link the 8"8,Ã< (8fFF"4H 6"4<"ÃH [“to

speak with new tongues”] of Mark 16:17 and the 8"8,Ã< ©JXD"4H (8fFF"4H [“to

speak with other tongues”] of Acts 2:4, may be understood only in the light of the

vivid depiction in 1 C. 14:2ff.”58 But, Thayer remarks that 8"8,Ã< ©JXD"4H
(8fFF"4H (lalein heterais glÇssais, “to speak with other tongues”) means “to speak

with other than their native i.e. in foreign languages, Acts 2:4 cf. 6-11” and that

8"8,Ã< (8fFF"4H 6"4<"ÃH (glÇssais lalein kainais , “to speak with new tongues”)

means “to speak with new tongues which the speaker has not learned previously,

Mark 16:17 .”59

The “kinds of tongues” ((X<0 (8TFFä<, gen�  glÇsson) in 1 Cor 12:10.

If the glÇssai of 13:8 is the same as the gen�  glÇssÇn of 12:10, the use and meaning

of gen�  glÇssÇn is an important consideration.  Thiselton has an extensive

contextually driven discussions on the “kinds of tongues.”60  Much of his discussion

draws from the emphasis he sees in gen�  glÇssÇn.  In commenting on “kinds of

tongues” and the corresponding “interpretation of tongues,” he writes, “These two

gifts of the Spirit must be considered together, since our exegesis and understanding

of each relates to our interpretation of the other.  Our starting point must be to take

(X<0, kinds, sorts, species, with full seriousness.”61  After a brief discussion, he

concludes, “Too much literature seeks to identify glossolalia  as ‘one thing’ when
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Paul specifically takes pains to refer to different species.”62

Thiselton continues his discussion of various views on tongues with the

comment, “On exegetical and largely contextual grounds the following approaches

may be distinguished, and are not mutually exclusive in every case (although they

are in some cases).”63 He comments on the following views: (1) “T ongues as Angelic

Speech”; (2) “Tongues as the Miraculous Power to Speak Other Languages”; (3)

“Tongues as Liturgical, Archaic, or Rhythmic Phrases”; (4) “Tongues as ‘Ecstatic’

Speech”; (5) “Proposed Modification from Theissen: Conscious, Unconscious, and

a Release (Cf. Rom 8:26)”; (6) “Tongues as Language of the Unconscious Released

in ‘Sighs Too Deep for Words’ (from the Depths of the Heart).”64 After a lengthy

discussion, he refers to Theissen’s Psychological Aspects of Pauline Theology and

draws this conclusion, “Theissen convincingly concludes that ‘glosso lalia is

language of the unconscious— language capable of consciousness.’”65 On this basis,

he concludes with this statement: “Tongues may then be viewed as ‘the language of

the unconscious’ because it is unintelligible (unless it is ‘interpreted’) not only to

others but also  to the speaker.”66

One has to appreciate all Thiselton’s work, but it is difficult to see how he

can draw that much from the term gen�  glÇssÇn, when in fact 1 Corinthians 14 (the

same broad context of 12–14), from which he draws a great deal of support for his

conclusions, has a corresponding use of gen�  in the phrase (X<0  NT<ä<  (gen�
phÇnÇn, 14:10). Paul states, “There are, perhaps, a great many kinds of languages

(gen�  phÇnÇn) in the world, and no [kind] is without meaning” (NASB [italics in the

original; boldface and transliteration added]).  Most think that gen�  phÇnÇn refers

to actual languages.  Even Thiselton introduces his discussion of 14:10 with this

statement: “Paul now reaches his fourth example, drawn from the communication

barrier which exists where, even when an intelligible language is used, if the

speaker’s and addressee’s languages are not known to each other, each will

effectively remain an alien….”67

Beyond that, in spite of all his rhetoric on gen�  glÇssÇn, Thiselton has little

to say concerning gen�  phÇnÇn and its relationship to gen�  glÇssÇn except for this

comment: “A long tradition of modern commentators from Meyer to Conzelmann,

Fee, and W olff suggest that Paul uses (X<0 NT<ä< (gen�  phÇnÇn) rather than

(8TFFä< (glÇssÇn) to denote foreign languages, in order to avoid confusion with
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the ‘tongues’ of glossolalia.”68  But is there not another way to address the fact that

(1) he uses the same word—gen�—in both contexts to describe the nouns—phÇnÇn

and glÇssÇn—and  that  (2)  he  uses  two  synonymous  words— phÇnÇn and glÇs-

sÇn—that have a commonality of meaning outside of 1 Corinthians 12–14 in

referring to spoken languages?  In keeping with the normal use of all the words

involved and the related context (1 Corinthians 12–14), might it not rather be, as

Thomas suggests, that “‘[d]ifferent tongues [or languages]’ (1 Cor 12:10) differs

from the expression ‘different languages’ (1 Cor 14:10) in that the former were the

result of supernatural enablement, while the latter came about through natural

processes of learning”?69

“The tongues of angels” (J"ÃH (8fFF"4H … Jä< �((X8T<, tais

glÇssais …   tÇn aggelÇn) in 1 Cor 13:1.   In a discussion of glÇssÇn in 12:10 and

glÇssai in 13:8 , a last item to  deal with is the relationship of 13:8 to the context of

1 Cor 13:1ff.   

A major problem with much of this discussion is that glÇssa occurs only 14

times in 1 Corinthians as compared to 37 times elsewhere in the NT and over 150

times in the Septuagint.  Some, like Behm, have traced the development and use of

glÇssa and concluded  that it means (1) a part of the body, (2) something tongue-

shaped [as a piece of land] and (3) a language.  They then seemingly disregard their

own research and settle on a different meaning in 1 Corinthians 12–14.  In so doing,

Behm draws conclusions that do not do justice to the context.  For example, he

concludes from Paul’s statement in 13:1, “Some are tongues of men and others of

angels.”70 In fact, he adds,

It is used as a “technical expression for a peculiar language,” namely, the “language of
the Spirit,” a miraculous language which is used in heaven between God and the angels
(1 C. 13:1) and to which man may attain in prayer as he is seized by the Spirit and caught
up into heaven (2 C. 12:2ff; cf. 1 C. 14:2, 13ff; Acts 10:46; 2:11).  The heavenly origin
of the phenomenon is certainly given strong emphasis in Acts 2:2ff.71

Behm is not alone.  Marshall writes, “Most commentators think that the gift

of tongues described in 1 Corinthians 12, 14 was the ability to speak in non-human

languages (the tongues ‘of angels’, 1  Cor 13:1).”72  Thiselton goes so far as to state,

“There can be no doubt whatever that whereas prophecy denotes primarily speech-

acts from God to the community or to individuals within the assembled church,
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tongues are addressed from believers to God (14:2: to God, not to human persons),

as against prophecy ‘to humans persons’ (14:3).”73 

Such conclusions do not reflect what Paul says in 13:1.  As one has noted,

“The condition (¦�< 8"8ä) is of the third class, a supposable case,”74 or as another

states, “¦�< 8"8ä supposes a  case which never has been exemplified: ‘even if I can

speak,’ or as E.V. ‘though I speak.’”75  As Meyer puts it, “It supposes something, the

actual existence of which is left dependent on circumstances: assuming it to be the

case, that I speak, etc… .”76 He then writes:

The meaning is: Supposing that I am a speaker with tongues, from whom all possible
kinds of articulate tongues might be heard, not simply those of men, but also—far more
wonderful and exalted still—those of the angels.  Paul thus describes the loftiest of all
conceivable cases of glossolalia.  The tongues of angels here spoken are certainly only
an abstract conception….77

Another factor that has influenced the understanding of glÇssa in chapter

13 is the introduction of the italicized word “unknown” before the word “tongue” in

several instances in 1 Corinthians (e.g., KJV).  The italics show its omission in the

original text, and its insertion is unfortunate, for the same word is translated

elsewhere simply by “tongue.”  Walvoord adds a conclusion when he states,

The use of identical terms in reference to speaking with tongues in Acts and 1
Corinthians leaves no foundation for a distinction.  In all passages, the same vocabulary
is used: laleÇ and glÇssa, in various grammatical constructions.  On the basis of this
Greek and the statement of the text no distinction is found.78

The Content of the Message

Much attention in the discussion of tongues revolves around the nature of

the gift.  Unfortunately, very little attention is given to the content communicated by

that gift.  If gifts were given “for the common good,” and they were (12:7), and if no

“common good” resulted from a message in tongues without interpretation as

chapter 14 clearly argues, the content is important.   Since benefit “for the common

good” could  result when “tongues” were interpreted—as Paul indicates in the words

“… greater is the one who prophecies than the one who speaks in tongues, unless he
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interprets, so that the church may receive edifying” (14:5)—a gross injustice is done

if the only focus is on the “nature” of the gift without due emphasis upon its purpose

if properly used.

In addition, here as in all other lists, Paul has a distinct purpose for using

these three gifts.  What is it?  “A popular grouping is (1) gifts of instruction (wisdom

and knowledge); (2) gifts of supernatural power (faith, healings, miracles); and (3)

gifts of inspired utterance (prophecy, discerning prophecies, tongues, interpretation

of tongues).”79  Although that division does not reflect what Paul had in mind, much

can be learned from it.  A relationship does exist between tongues and prophecy;

both are “gifts of inspired utterance.”  Fee offers a related helpful point in his

comment on “the gift of knowledge”: “Most likely, therefore, it is a ‘spiritual

utterance’ of some revelatory kind.  This is suggested by its place between

‘revelation’ and ‘prophecy’ in 14:6 and by the fact that, along with prophecy and

tongues, it will cease  at the Eschaton (13:8).”80  

Since tongues appears here between two other arguably revelatory gifts,

since interpreted tongues brought the body of Christ an edifying word from God, and

since 13:8-12 focuses to  a great degree upon God’s revelation to His church, Paul

here groups these three gifts because they are all to some degree revelatory in

content.  Carson suggests that maybe the distinction here is that tongues, as distinct

from prophecy and knowledge, is not included in what one might term “inscriptura-

ted”81 revelation—though Carson’s overall concept in these words differs.  Might not

the inclusion of all three in one group and the exclusion of tongues in the discussion

in v. 9 in addition to the exclusion of tongues in the list of gifts that are “rendered

inoperative,” result from such a distinction?

What is very clear is that Paul here addresses only three revelatory gifts not

“presumably by extrapolation most other charismatic gifts,” as Carson suggests.82

As the context shows in each of the  verses in 9-12 , his emphasis is on God’s

revelation of Himself and His truth.  It is also worth noting that only knowledge and

prophecy carry over from v. 8 to vv. 9-10 since they reflect—in a way distinct from

tongues—inscripturated revelation and as such become the center of the argument

being developed in vv. 9-10.

The Cessation of Gifts in 1 Cor 13:8-10

Another very significant matter in 13:8-12 is the cessation of the three gifts

of v. 8.  In fact, the reference to the cessation of gifts and more particularly the verb

B"bF@<J"4 (pausontai, “they will cease”) sandwiched between two uses of
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6"J"D(XT (katargeÇ , “I render inoperative”) is one of the major exegetical issues

to be resolved.  That this is a significant issue is supported by individuals who agree

in principle with one another but who reach different conclusions.  Lightner writes,

“The problem is, what is the force of the futures?  Some say they refer to the

completion of the canon, others apply them to the coming of the Lord.”83  He con-

tinues, “These future tenses of verse 8 refer to the close of the canon, or that time

when God’s revelation has been all recorded  and recognized .”84 On the other hand,

Toussaint, who espouses the view that tongues cease before prophecies and

knowledge are rendered inoperative, states, “The main ones (details) are these: the

change of verbs in verse 8 , the change of voice in the verbs of verse 8 .”85

To emphasize the importance of this matter, Carson writes, “The debates

turn on the following exegetical points,”86 followed by what he feels are the crucial

exegetical matters.  One matter he entitles,  “The Relation Between ‘Perfection’ (JÎ
JX8,4@<) and the ‘Imperfect’ ([JÎ] ¦6 :XD@LH).”87 The other exegetical matter, and

the one he addresses first is: “The Significance of the Verb B"bF@<J"4.”88  That is

how crucial this matter is.  Thus, to address this issue adequately one must discuss

the use of pausontai in contrast with katargeÇ .  Then, he must address the second of

these matters, the meaning of to teleion. 

Before an examination of the words individually, a major point of

hermeneutics involving the interchange of verbs—6"J"D(02ZF@<J"4 ... B"bF@<-

J"4 ... 6"J"D(02ZF,J"4 (katarg�th�sontai ... pausontai …  katarg�th�setai, “they

will be rendered inoperative … they will cease … it will be rendered inoperative,

13:8)—deserves attention.  As noted earlier, Toussaint makes much out of the

change of verb and voice.89  Carson differs with Toussaint: “This view assumes

without warrant that the switch to this verb is more than a stylistic variation.”90  This

essay does not reach the same conclusion as either Toussaint or Carson and is not at

this point taking issue with the difference of opinion, but it does take issue with the

principle reflected  in Carson’s words “without warrant” since Paul has no

compunction about using katargeÇ  four times in vv. 8-11 while only using pauÇ  only

once.
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The Use of  5"J"D(XT (KatargeÇ )

The verb katargeÇ  depicts the cessation of prophecy and knowledge in both

vv. 8 and  10.  All three occurrences are future passive, with the two uses in v. 8

differing only in the first being plural because of the plural “prophecies” and the

second singular with the singular “knowledge.”  Several points to observe in v. 8

include, first of all, the verb has a basic meaning of: “to render inoperative or

invalid, to abrogate, abolish.”91  Some even use “destroy.”92  The second point is

that, since all three uses of this verb in verses 8 and 10 are passive, they denote that

the action of the respective nouns—prophecies and knowledge—is achieved by

something outside themselves.  Taking the two points together shows that to translate

the verbs “will pass away”93 does gross injustice to the verb’s meaning and voice.

The third point indicated by the future tenses in v. 8 is that the action would happen

at some point after the writing of this ep istle.  A specific time for this action is not

to be found in these verbs, but, if stipulated at all, in something else in the context.

One thing that is certain in this passage: the cessation of both prophecy and

knowledge happen in the same manner.  In addition, the use of the same verb for the

cessation of these gifts does not support Alford’s statement, “The two first, BD@N.

and (8äFF", shall be absolutely superseded: (<äF4H  relatively.”94

“Tongues Shall Cease”

The Use of  A"bT (PauÇ )

Regarding the verb B"bF@<J"4 (pausontai) Carson states,

In verse 8, the verb with prophecies and with knowledge is in the passive voice:
prophecies and knowledge “will be destroyed,” apparently in connection with the coming
of “perfection” (v. 10).  But the verb with “tongues,” B"bF@<J"4  (pausontai), is in the
middle; some take this to mean that tongues will cease of themselves.  There is something
intrinsic to their character that demands they cease—apparently independently of the
cessation of prophecy and knowledge.  This view assumes without warrant that the switch
to this verb is more than a stylistic variation.  Worse, it interprets the middle voice
irresponsibly.  In Hellenistic Greek, the middle voice affects the meaning of the verb in
a variety of ways; and not only in the future of some verbs, where middles are more
common, but also in other tenses the middle form may be used while the active force is
preserved.  At such points the verb is deponent.  One knows what force the middle voice
has only by careful inspection of all occurrences of the verb being studied.  In the New
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Testament, this verb prefers the middle; but that does not mean the subject “stops” under
its own power.  For instance, when Jesus rebukes the wind and raging waters, the storm
stops (same verb, middle voice in Luke 8:24)—and certainly not under its own power.95

He concludes, “In short, I do not think that very much can be made of the use of

B"bF@<J"4 (pausontai) in verse 8, any more than one can make much of other

stylistic features that regularly escape detailed comment (e.g., prophecy and

knowledge change their order when Paul moves from v. 8 to v. 9).”96

Just a brief review of the comments on pauÇ  between the two immediate

and four extended uses of katargeÇ  is in order.  First, this writer does not think the

argument of the passage depends on the use of pauÇ , as Carson’s argument may

suggest.97  But neither can he view this verb as merely “rhetorical”98 or a “stylistic

variation.”99  Paul used pauÇ  for a distinct purpose, a purpose different from what

he communicated by katargeÇ .  The use of the two different verbs was not merely

to avoid repetition, because Paul uses katargeÇ  four times in vv. 8, 10, and 11.  Thus

a distinction is intended.  On the other hand, it is a major stretch to make pausontai

refer to something that would happen so many years before two gifts cease, as does

Toussaint.100  That seems to be an attempt to accommodate a presupposition rather

than assess the statement. 

Second, this writer has a problem with Carson’s statement about the

“irresponsible” interpretation of the middle voice.   No doubt, the majority of uses

of pauÇ  in the NT (13 of the 15)101 are in the middle form.  On the other hand, from

a historical comparative point of view, most if not all “deponent” verbs became

deponent because of the nature of word meanings and not because of an edict of

grammarians.  Thus, a verb like this, much like *XP@:"4 (dechomai, “I receive”),

tends to have a meaning that most readily corresponds to the middle voice.  The

nature of the verb may tend toward a middle usage, without arguing against the verb

having a meaning that reflects middle usage.  In addition, anyone who has studied

the Greek language extensively knows that the middle voice, with all its nuances, is

most difficult to understand for those studying the language many years later.  

Another intriguing thought comes from Carson’s statement, “In the New

Testament, this verb prefers the middle; but that does not mean the subject ‘stops’
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under its own power.”102  Does anyone believe that?  In light of all that has been said

and written about the divine source of spiritual gifts, does anyone really believe that

tongues or any other gift comes to an end without God’s divine intervention?  In

addition, Carson goes on to say, “For instance, when Jesus rebukes the wind and

raging waters, the storm stops (same verb, middle voice in Luke 8:24)—and

certainly not under its own power.”103  This same passage is used by Houghton (a

cessationist) to make a similar point.104  That text says, “And being aroused, He

rebuked the wind and the surging waves, and they stopped, and it became calm”

(NASB ).   It does not say, “He stopped them.”  Rather, it says, “They stopped.”  The

winds ceased to blow and the waves ceased to surge—of themselves if you

please—but not without divine intervention.  Once again, even if there is a

significance to the middle voice, it cannot be to argue—any more than with the

winds and waves—that they ceased of themselves without divine intervention.  A

difference of verb and a difference of voice occurs in v. 8, with some significance

to that difference even if what that may mean is not clear.  Although it is not the

crucial issue, the arguments presented by Carson are not sufficient to disprove that

“[t]here is something intrinsic to their [tongues] character that demands that they

cease—apparently independently of the cessation of prophecy and knowledge.”105

The Combined Use of PauÇ and KatargeÇ
Further, accepting the fact that Paul’s use of pauÇ  is not merely rhetorical

or merely a stylistic variation and believing that it is there for a distinct purpose,

probably not to be found primarily in the fact that Paul uses the middle voice, “What

then might its purpose be?”   First of all, there is a significance to the variation of the

vocabulary, but it is worth considering that for a ll the emphasis given to pausontai,

the issue which is more to the point is why he uses katargeÇ  so often in such a short

span (4 times) in the context of his discussion of prophecy and knowledge rather

than using pausontai.  A hint might come from the distinction that Carson makes

(without at the same time accepting the viewpoint he is discussing) when he states,

“The view that Paul is referring to the closing of the canon depends on understanding

New Testament prophecy and related gifts as having the same revelatory and

authoritative significance as inscripturated prophecy.”106  This essay is not arguing

for to teleion being a reference to the completion of the canon, but maybe the

distinction being drawn by Paul is that although all three gifts—prophecy, tongues

and knowledge—are to some degree revelatory, the first and third have a “revelatory
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and authoritative significance” with a possible “inscripturated” function that tongues

does not have, and thus are dealt with separately as gifts which will—at some time

future to the writing of this chapter—be forcefully “rendered inoperative.”  Maybe

that also answers the question relative to the reference to “we know in part” (a

possible reference to the “gift of knowledge”) and “we prophesy in part” (certainly

a reference to the above mentioned “gift of prophecy”) in the following verse

without any reference to  tongues.

The Time of the Cessation (13:10)

The time of the cessation of these gifts, a major issue in 13:10, centers on

the meaning of to teleion.  Therefore, the meaning of  to teleion in this verse is of

considerab le importance in understanding the passage as a whole.  Ruthven,

commenting on v. 10, writes, “1 Cor 13:8-13 is perhaps the locus classicus in the

discussion on the continuation of spiritual gifts.”107 Or, as Fowler White writes about

v. 10, “Cessationists have ordinarily regarded agreement with noncessationists on

this point as the kiss of death for the cessationist position, and  vice versa.”108

Defining to teleion is therefore a crucial part of this discussion.  

Several views exist on the meaning of to teleion in 1 Cor 13:10.  Two of the

major views are (1) the closing of the canon or (2) a point of time in the future

related to the coming of Christ.  To deal with this, a look at the use of JX8,4@H
(teleios) in other Pauline passages is necessary.

Significantly, ton teleion of 13:10 is the only use of the adjective teleios as

“a neuter, articular substantive”109 and here it was “probab ly created precisely to

serve as a contrast to “the partial” or “the imperfect.”110  Carson, responding to the

possible problem created by B"D@LF\" (parousia, “coming”) being feminine and

to teleion being neuter, states, “The objection is without merit, for ‘perfection’ is not

the parousia itself, but the state of affairs brought about by the arrival of the

parousia.”111  Also, Carson’s statement with regard to Gaffin is significant for he

comments,  “[I]f with Gaffin that perfection is connected with the parousia, then his

interpretation sees too little in the text.”112

Another key factor in understanding of 13:8-12 is the presence of the thrice

repeated ¦6 :XD@LH (ek merous, “in part”), a major connecting link between vv. 9-
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10 and v. 12.   The phrase gives continuity to the progression of thought in the

passage.  It should be understood in light of its direct meaning, not what one wants

to make it say.  For example, Godet writes, “In contrast to  ¦6  :XD@LH,  in  part,

one would  expect JÎ B�<, the whole , the entire.”113  Certainly, the use of JÎ B�< (to

pan) instead of JÎ JX8,4@< (to teleion) might have been a good support here for

those who see this as a reference to the completion of the canon.  But Godet

continues with a statement worth considering: “But it is not without reason that the

apostle says JÎ JX8,4@< (to teleion), the perfect, substituting the idea of perfection

in quality for that of completeness in quantity.”114  Although one may argue that the

reference is not to “the perfect,” it is worth noting that the emphasis is on quality

rather than quantity or completeness.

The Use of Teleios in the New Testament.  

To gain an understanding of teleios in this context, a consideration of its use

inside and outside the NT is in order.  Sometimes the use outside the NT— namely

in the LXX— gives a great deal of insight but that is not the case here.  The main

Hebrew words translated in the Septuagint by teleios are .-F I� (š~l�m , “complete”)

and .*/E �I  (t~mîm , “complete”).115  These words are used for teleios about seven

times apiece, with the latter referring to that which is sound or complete, the stress

being on what is whole, perfect or intact116and having the sense of something being

sound, healthful, wholesome, unimpaired, innocent, or having integrity (cf. Exod

12:5; Gen 6:9).  The former word , .-F I�, is used for what is complete, finished, or

sound.117

In the NT, teleios is used in the sense of “having reached its end, finished,

mature, complete, perfect.”118 The word refers to people and to things.  With respect

to people, its general use denotes being full-grown, mature, complete, or perfect with

the “… idea of complete goodness, without reference either to maturity or to the

philosophical idea of JX8@H.”119 With reference to things, the word means complete

or perfect.120 Danker and Abbott-Smith concur that teleios is not used in this second

manner more than five times (i.e., the minority or one-quarter of the times) in the
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NT, and both cite 1 Cor 13:10 as one of those examples.121  Seven other uses, in

connection with persons, have the idea of complete or perfect.122

The Use of Teleios in the Pauline Corpus

One soon realizes that the study of the use  of teleios in the LXX and the rest

of the NT gives supportive evidence but does not give conclusive evidence as to its

meaning in 1 Cor 13:10 .  One might conclude from earlier statements that since it

is not here referring to a person, it refers to what is perfect or complete.  But Thayer

writes, “What ‘end’ is intended the reader must determine by the context.”123  What

seems to be of some significance is that of the approximately twenty times teleios

appears in the NT, eight occurrences (a lmost one-half) are in Paul’s writings (Rom

12:2; 1 Cor 2:6; 13:10; 14:20; Eph 4:13;  Phil 3:15; Col 1:28; 4:12).  A detailed look

at Paul’s use of teleios is therefore essential to determining its meaning in 1

Corinthians 13:10.

The Use of Teleios in Romans 12:2

Romans 12:2 is a good place to begin in a study of teleios in the Pauline

corpus, since its meaning of “perfect” there is one of the justifications for translating

it the same way in 1 Cor 13:10.  In Rom 12:2 , teleion is used, along with �("2`<
(agathon, “good”) and ,ÛVD,FJ@< (euareston, “pleasing”), in apposition with JÎ
2X80:" J@Ø 2,@Ø (to thel�ma tou theou) to describe God’s will.124  In this case , it

has an adjectival sense, with the definite meaning of “perfect.”  Cranfield summa-

rizes this way: “God’s will, that which God requires of us, is perfect, complete,

absolute; for He claims us wholly for Himself.…  Thus the last of the three terms

interprets the other two; for it makes it clear that this �("2`< 6"Â ,ÛVD,FJ@<  is

not something manageable and achievable …  but the absolute demand of God… .”125

This is the only use of teleios by Paul where the absolutely certain meaning is

“perfect.”  A noticeable feature is that the word it describes is in the immediate

context.  

The Use of Teleios in Paul Outside Rom ans 12:2   

No doubt surrounds Paul’s use of teleios in Rom 12:2, but how does he use

it the remainder of the time?  The other eight uses of teleios by Paul are Rom 12:2;

1 Cor 2:6; 13:10; 14:20; Eph 4:13; Phil 3:15; Col 1:28; 4:12.  Four (or one-half) of
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those (1 Cor 2:6; 14:20; Eph 4:13; Col. 1:28) are best rendered “mature.”  In one of

the three remaining uses, Phil 3:15 , although the opinions are divided, a fair

rendering would be, “Therefore—as many as are mature—let us think this way/have

this attitude… .”   Walvoord makes a good case  in that passage as he writes,

Relative perfection is frequently in the Scripture, as indicated by the context.  In some
instances, spiritual maturity is referred to as perfection.  Paul writes to the Philippians,
“Let us therefore, as many as are perfect—teleioi, be thus minded” (Phil. 3:15).  That he
is referring to spiritual maturity rather than sinless perfection is made clear by the
reference in the same passage in verse twelve, “Not that I have already obtained or am
already made perfect: but I press on, if so be that I lay hold of that for which also I was
laid hold on by Christ Jesus.”  The reference in Philippians 3:12 is to ultimate perfection
which will include sinlessness, of course, but this Paul denies as a present possession.
Spiritual maturity may be compared to physical maturity—full development without,
however, absolute perfection.126

Another Pauline reference where teleios could be considered to mean

“perfect” is Col 4:12.  Yet in Col 1:28, where the same term is used, Paul states that

his goal is to present every man “mature” or “full grown” in his walk with God.

Little debate surrounds that conclusion.  If Paul in Col 1:28 used teleios to depict

“maturity” as a goal of his ministry in each person’s life, it is arguable that he would

use it the same way in Col 4:12 as he expresses in prayer his desire for them.  If that

be the case, the only passage left is 1 Cor 13:10.

In summary, Paul obviously uses teleios to mean “mature.”  Ephesians 4:13;

1 Cor 2:6; 14:20 (all to be discussed below) are definitely translated “mature.”

Colossians 1:28 refers to maturity (and likely 4:12).  Out of the eight uses by Paul,

four are definitely “mature”; two are possibly even probably so; only one is

definitely “perfect” (Rom 12:2) since “the word is governed there by the preceding

JÎ 2X80:" J@Ø 2,@Ø.  Knowledge of the ‘perfect,’ ‘entire’ will of God in the

concrete situation is developed by renewal of the power of judgment through the

Holy Spirit.”127  The one remaining use is in 1 Cor 13:10.

The Use of Teleios in 1 Corinthians   

The use of teleios in 1 Corinthians.  A major consideration in resolving

the meaning of to teleion in 13:10 is the way Paul uses the word in the broader

context of 1 Corinthians, i.e., the larger setting of the entire book.  Therefore, the

first issue will be  usage in the whole book, and the second will be the immediate

context of 1 Cor 13:8ff.

1 Corinthians 2:6–3:5.  The larger context of 1 Corinthians argues for the
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meaning “mature” in 2:6–3:5.  Not only is this true because of the apostle’s usual

usage, but also  because each time in this book, it appears in a context in contrast with

<ZB4@H (n�pios) or a related verb or noun, evident in 2:6–3:5.  That pairing of words

is important because “the antithesis between JX8,4@H (2:6) and <ZB4@H (3:1) is

frequent (14:20; Ephesians 4:13, 14).”128  In this book alone, the contrast occurs

three times, and within chapters 12–14 , it occurs twice (13:10-11; 14:20).  In these

“other connections, JX8,4@H denotes the state of mature manhood in contradistinc-

tion from a <ZB4@H or B"ÃH.”129  Thiselton states,

On the lexicography of the word, see above on 2:6, where it clearly carries the different
sense of mature (usually of persons), as it does in its remaining use in this epistle, J"ÃH
*¥ ND,FÂ< JX8,4@4 (\<,F2, (14:20).  However, here there is also a further hint of
JX8,4@H as denoting a goal.  For just as in 2:6 the wisdom for the mature is not for those
who exhibit childish self-centeredness and immediacy, even so here Paul is about to draw
the same contrast with being infantile or childish or childlike in v. 11a and the goal of
mature adulthood.  Hence it combines the two related notions  of  fulfillment  or  goal and
the completed whole.  No English word alone can fully convey the meaning in this
context.130 

The idea of such a contrast is established in 1 Cor 2:6 where the apostle

describes his manner of speech to those who were mature, J@ÃH JX8,4@4H (tois

teleiois) , and later he remarks that he could  not speak to the Corinthians in this

manner, but would have to speak to them as <0B\@4H (n�piois , “infants”) (1 Cor

3:1).  First Cor 2:6 reads, G@N\"< *¥ 8"8@Ø:,< ¦< J@ÃH JX8,4@4H (sophian de

laloumen en tois teleiois)….  But 3:1 speaks of the readers as <0B\@4H ¦< OD4FJð
(n�piois en Christ2Ç).  A definite contrast between teleiois  and n�piois  is intended.

1 Corinthians 14:20.  This same idea appears in 1 Corinthians 12–14,

specifically in 14:20, when Paul uses B"4*\" (paid ia) and <0B4V.,J, (n�piazete),

the verb form of n�pios, in contrast with teleios.  In 14:20, we read ,   z!*,8N@\, :¬
B"4*\" (\<,F2, J"ÃH ND,FÂ< �88� J± 6"6\� <0B4V.,J,, J"ÃH *¥ ND,FÂ<
JX8,4@4 (\<,F2, (adelphoi, m�  paidia ginesthe tais phresin alla t�2 kakiai

n�piazete, tais de phresin teleioi ginesthe).  Again teleioi stands in contrast to

n�pios, represented in its cognate n�piazete, and in a context with a related word

paid ia.  The idea in 14:20 is, “Play the part of babies, if you like, in freedom from

malice; but in common sense try to act like grown up people.”131  A similar thought

transferred to 1 Cor 13:10 leads to the conclusion that this was “a severe rebuke to
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those who prided themselves on their intelligence.  Children prefer what glitters and

makes a show to what is more valuable; and it was childish to prefer ecstatic

utterance to o ther and far more useful gifts.”132

The Use of Teleios in Eph 4:13-14

Before a final conclusion on Paul’s meaning in 1 Cor 13:10, a look at

another passage where the apostle uses teleios in discussing spiritual gifts, Eph 4:1-

16, is beneficial.  Though his use of teleios there may not be determinative of its

meaning in 1 Cor 13:10-11, it is certainly corroborative .   The Ephesians passage has

the same author and the same subject matter—although with a distinctly different

emphasis.  Paul refers to the purpose of gifts and states that a reason for the gifts is

that the church might attain to the  status of �<*D" JX8,4@< (andra teleion, “a

mature man”) (Eph 4:13), in order that they might no longer be n�pioi (Eph 4:14)

“tossed here and there by waves” (Eph 4:14, NASB).   Note that teleion and n�pioi

stand in contrast with one another, and teleion clearly refers to maturity.133  In

comparing the two passages, one does well to keep in mind several key issues. 

The context is very similar but unique.  Ephesians 4:1-16 and 1

Corinthians 12–14 are similar  in that they both deal with sp iritual gifts and spiritually

gifted people.  In addition, both emphasize the importance of love.  Not only is love

a key issue in Ephesians 4, but in v. 2 it occupies an emphatic position, and as

Robinson puts it,  “As elsewhere in this epistle (cf. 1:4; 3:17; 4:15, 16), love is

introduced as the climax, the comprehensive virtue of the new life that includes all

the rest.”134 “The duty of mutual forbearance is to be practiced in love—its motive,

inspiration and life being found in love.”135  The result of love is unity (vv. 3, 13),

an issue of great concern to Paul in 1 Corinthians 12–14.  The word for

unity—©<`J0J" (henot�ta)—occurs only here in the NT, and yet this theme of unity

stands out in this passage and is reflected throughout most of the epistle.  A final

similarity between 1 Corinthians 13 and  Ephesians 4 is in the use of n�pioi and

teleion in both with the former following the use of the latter in both.  In both cases,

an added pictorial illustration further defines the initial statement.  

The progression of argument is clear.  The progression of argument in

Eph 4:11-16, where n�pioi and teleion occur, is quite clear.  First, 4:11 mentions the

gifts/gifted people, and v. 12 states the purpose of the giving of the gifts/gifted
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people.  In stating the purpose, three prepositional phrases introduced with  (1)

BD`H (pros), (2) ,ÆH (eis) and (3) ,ÆH (eis).136  The goal function of the gifts/gifted

people comes in 4:13, and once again, three prepositional phrases occur with the

verb 6"J"<JVT (katantaÇ , “I come to”).137  The three phrases show that the

threefold goal is:  (1) ,ÆH J¬< ©<`J0J" JH B\FJ,TH 6"Â JH ¦B4(<fF,TH J@Ø
2,@Ø (eis t�n henot�ta t�s pisteÇs kai t�s epignÇseÇs tou theou)—“unto the unity of

the faith and the full knowledge of the Son of God”; (2) ,ÆH �<*D" JX8,4@< (eis

andra teleion)—“unto a mature man” and (3) ,ÆH :XJD@< º846\"H J@Ø B80Df:"-

J@H J@Ø OD4FJ@Ø (eis metron h�likias tou pl�rÇmatos tou Christou)—“unto the

measure of the stature that belongs to the fullness of Christ.”  Of additional interest

is the relationship of the three phrases: (1) The second— “unto a mature man”—more

clearly defines the first—“unto the unity of the  faith and the full knowledge of the

Son of God”—and (2) the third—“unto the measure of the stature that belongs to the

fullness of Jesus Christ”—more clearly defines the second— “unto a  mature man.”138

Verses 14-16 state the result of reaching the goal.  The first outcome is negative (v.

14)—“that we no longer be children [n�pioi]…. ”; and the second is positive (v.

15)—“speaking the truth in love … grow up.”139  All this“causes the growth of the

body …  in love” (4:16).

The focus on “the mature man” is clear.  One might question what this

“mature man” looks like.  That is not difficult to discern.  Teleion, is  singu-

lar—“one new man” (not “new men”) in Christ, as opposed to the plural

n�pioi—“immature ones.”  The difference in number clearly indicates that

individualism is a mark of immaturity.140  So the goal is that the church would “come

of age” or reach the maturity of unity.  The emphasis is on mature adulthood that

should be evident in contrast with the childishness mentioned in the following verse.

Application to an understanding of to teleion in 1 Cor 13:10.  When one

applies the above conclusions to to teleion in 1 Cor 13:10, several observations are

appropriate.  First, the context of ‘spiritual gifts’ is the same.  Second, the emphasis

on love and unity runs through both passages.  Third, the contrast of teleios with

n�pios is evident.  Even the order is the same, with teleios coming first and n�pios

following in the next verse.  Added to that is the fact that the first verse (Eph 4:13;

1 Cor 13:10) speaks of the state of teleios and in the next verse he discusses

further—or illustrates—the other state by referring to n�pios. 
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The similarities are clear.  Ephesians 4 uses the two words, teleios and

n�pios, which when used in close proximity in other contexts refer to maturity and

immaturity.  In fact, the only place where Paul definitely uses teleios to mean

“perfect” (Rom 12:2) has neither pais  nor n�pios in the immediate context.  Also, the

basic content of 1 Corinthians 12–14 is similar to that found  in Eph 4:11-14.  These

gifts were useful “in part” in bringing about “that which is mature” or the maturity

of the church.  Such an interpretation more aptly fits the common use by Paul and

also the argument of 1 Corinthians 13, and thus eliminates such a statement as, “The

difference between a n�pios and a teleios is as nothing compared with the twilight

of this world and the brightness of the perfect day, but it will help us to understand

this.”  Such a statement stems from a gross misunderstanding of the meaning of the

two words.

The Use (and Meaning) of Teleios in 1 Cor 13:10 

In 1 Cor 13:10 teleion appears again and, in this case, it is not only in the

proximity of n�pios, but v. 11 gives support for the argument made in vv. 9-10.

Therefore, in an even more marked  way, the two words should be seen in contrast

with each other.   Even Toussaint, who does not accept the rendering “maturity,”

writes, “At first flush this interpretation of the passage appears to be the most

attractive.”141  Furthermore, Barrett, although not using the word ‘maturity’ and not

coming to the same conclusion as this essay, writes about v. 10, “T he adjective (in

the neuter gender, and with the article, JÎ JX8,4@< rendered totality  is fairly

common in Paul; see ii. 6; xiv. 20.  It takes its precise meaning from the context, and

here, in contrast with in part (¦6 :XD@LH) it means not perfection (in quality) but

totality .…”142

Significantly, Robertson and Plummer comment on 2:6 this way: “By

JX8,4@4 St. Paul means the mature or full-grown Christians, as contrasted with

<ZB4@4 (iii. 1).  The word is used again xiv. 20; Phil. iii. 15; Eph iv. 13.”143  After

failing to cite the related construction in 1 Cor 13:10 as a similar use of this word,

they come to 1 Cor 13:8-13 and make two interesting comments in light of their view

that to teleion is a reference to the “Second Advent.”  The first comment deals with

the construction ÓJ"< *¥ §82® JÎ JX8,4@< (hotan de elth�2 to teleion) in v. 10.

They write, “He does not say, ‘But when we shall have come to the perfection of the

other world ,’ etc.  He is so full of the thought of the Second Advent, that he

represents the perfection as coming to  us.”144  And then, when commenting on v. 11,

because they do not render to teleion as mature, they are forced to conclude that the
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illustration “suggested by JÎ JX8,4@< … is very inadequate, but it will serve .”145

Taking teleios to mean “mature” as it does in both of its other references in this

epistle—and especially in proximity with n�pios—makes it a very adequate

illustration which is also  very much to the point.

Thus, the reference here is to a point in Paul’s future—and the future of the

church at that time—when to teleion would come, i.e., when a maturation would

come to the church and at which point the revelatory gifts of prophecy and

knowledge would  be “rendered inoperative” by God.  The verse does not give a date

but it does state a conceptual truth.   Peter’s reference to Paul’s writing being

alongside “the rest of the Scriptures” (2 Pet 3:14-16) suggests that the two apostles

realized that they were a part of God’s revelatory ministry to H is church.  What this

verse clearly communicates is that there would be a time—at the maturation of the

church (conceptua lly implied  here)—when the revelatory process would cease to

exist and the revelatory gifts brought to an end.

THE PROGRESSION OF ARGU MENT IN 13:8-11

The Progression of Thought in 13:8-12

That the focus and central thought of 1 Corinthians 13 is the supremacy of

love is worth repeating.  Although love is only mentioned twice in vv. 8-13, in the

first and last verses, and although the central theme in vv. 8b-12 is on the cessation

of certain spiritual gifts, the overall point being made, even by these verses, is still

on the supremacy of love.  Gifts will cease to exist, but love will not.  That is clear

in the initial statement (v. 8a), “Love never fails.”

With Paul’s emphasis on the supremacy of love, he does cite three gifts at

this point, all three of them being to some degree revelatory in nature.  The statement

of this passage does not allow for Carson’s assumption about including most other

gifts.146  In addition, by the progression of argument in the succeeding verses, the

focus continues on “revelation” which reaches its pinnacle in the anticipated final

“face to face” revelation of v. 12. 

Following an often repeated practice of Paul and other NT authors, Paul

moves from one thought to another.  This did not start in v. 8a, but appears

throughout the chapter, especially in the section immediately preceding.  Having

started with the thought that love is “more excellent” (“I show you a more excellent

way,”12:31b) than gifts (vv. 1-3), Paul builds on the thought of love’s greatness by

discussing some very significant qualities of love (vv. 4-7).  He ends the list of the

qualities with “love endures” (v. 7d) and immediately follows with “love never

fails.”  So once again, having introduced the verses under discussion with the

overriding statement, “Love never fails,” Paul moves on to compare the “non-
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failing” nature of love with the “failing nature” or the “cessation” of three revelatory

gifts.  Having introduced the subject of the “cessation” of the three, he turns the

discussion away from love’s supremacy and it does not surface again until v. 13.  He

develops the cessation of the gifts further by discussing the process of the cessation.

And lest one should miss the point of vv. 9-10, he illustrates it in v. 11.  As will be

noted later, the illustration leads him to a new but not totally unrelated thought in v.

12.

At this juncture the importance of v. 11 in the development of Paul’s

argument deserves special attention.  It is a key point in many ways.  No doubt, Paul

introduced v. 11 to support statements in vv. 9-10, and it surely does.  But directly

connecting v. 12 with the thought of v. 10, as sometimes happens, creates a major

problem.  Robertson and Plummer show this when they assess v. 11 as a “very

inadequate …” illustration of to teleion in v. 10.147  It is only “inadequate” if the

usual meaning of teleios is rejected and if v. 11 is taken as an illustration of v. 12.

Many unnecessary conclusions result from a misunderstanding of the

argument of these verses.  For example, Toussaint, after admitting the attractiveness

of the meaning “maturity,” remarks that the emphasis in 13:12 on Christ’s return is

a disturbing factor for such a view.148  Grudem, whose view on cessation differs from

Toussaint’s, also draws conclusions from v. 12 that argue against a “maturity” view,

commenting, “First, the meaning of verse 12 seems to require that verse 10 is talking

about the time of the Lord’s return.  The word ‘then’ (Gk. tote) in verse 12 refers to

the time ‘when the perfect comes’ in verse 10.”149  That is the basis for many

conclusions he proceeds to draw.  Just a point to remember: if vv. 10 and 12 are not

addressing the same thing, many of his conclusions are invalid.  Houghton, whose

views vary from Grudem’s, also ties both verses together, and has to argue against

the ‘parousia’ in v. 12 to make it conform with his view on vv. 9-10.150

The Relationship of 13:8-11 to v. 12

As noted above, many of the conclusions about vv. 9-11 result from reading

v. 12 back into  the preceding verses, but that is backward.  A NT and Pauline pattern

is for one thought to flow into another and that into another.  First Cor 13:1-13

illustrates that pattern.  From beginning to end the overwhelming message is the

primacy of love in transcending the importance of spiritual gifts.  The overall

continuity of thought is evident from “I show you a still more excellent way (12:31b)

… but the greatest of these is love” (13:13b, NASB ).  The continuity is even clearer

in 13:8-13.  Paul starts with “love never fails” (13:8) and ends with “now abide faith,

hope, love, these three, but the greatest of these is love” (13:13, NASB).   A definite
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progression of thought exists and nowhere  is it more clearly seen than in the

transition from v. 7 to v. 8.  Verse 7 ends with “[love] always perseveres,” v. 8

begins with “love never fails” or, as Carson states it, “In the preceding verse (13:7),

Paul concludes by saying that ‘love always perseveres’; in other words, ‘Love never

fails’ (13:8).”151

The argument in vv. 8-11 starts, “Love never fails,” and leaves his

discussion of love until verse 13.   Though love does not appear again until v. 13, the

thought of the supremacy of love is never far below the surface.  T o solidify the

statement concerning the “abiding nature” of love, he moves into a discussion of the

“non-abiding nature” of gifts, and  in so doing, mentions just three of them: prophecy,

tongues, and knowledge.  Once he has introduced the non-abiding nature  of primarily

revelatory gifts, he moves away from love and explains the cessation of these gifts

(primarily the two most noticeably revelatory ones) and explains further their

cessation. He uses the verb katargeÇ  again.   Having done this and illustrating the

point made in v. 10 , Paul introduces an illustration of man’s developing maturity.

He takes the partial’s being superseded with a fuller revelation a step further and

introduces a new thought which, although related in thought with vv. 9-10,

completely transcends that to take readers to the “fullest revelation,” which will take

place  when believers enter Christ’s presence. 

The thought in v. 12 far transcends that in v. 10.  Verse 10 does not speak

of ultimate revelation when believers see Christ face to face.  Furnish makes this

very clear:

The line of thought developed in verses 8b-10 is extended in verse 12, but in the
process Paul both narrows and enlarges his discussion.  He narrows it, because just as he
had mentioned glossolalia along with prophesying and knowledge in verse 8, but then not
in verse 9, he now leaves prophesying, too, behind to focus exclusively on knowledge.
He also enlarges his discussion, however, by shifting attention to another kind of
knowledge.  His subject is no longer the special gift of knowledge granted by the Spirit
to some and not to others, but the knowledge that is constitutive of one’s relationship to
God.  This shift of meaning begins with his use of a metaphor which contrasts the indirect
and therefore partial vision provided by a mirror with the kind of seeing that is direct and
complete: “For now we see in a mirror, indirectly, but then face to face” (v. 12a).
Although the distinction made here between “now” and “then” is roughly analogous to
the one in verse 11 between childhood and adulthood, this statement moves beyond the
preceding one by bringing to the surface the underlying eschatological orientation of this
whole chapter.  “Now,” in this present age, one sees only indirectly and imperfectly; but
“then,” in the age to come, one will see “face to face.”

The point of this metaphor is given in the second part of the verse, where Paul
speaks again of knowledge: “Now I know in part [ginÇskÇ  ek merous], but then I will
know fully even as I have been fully known [tote de epignÇsomai kathÇs kai epegnÇsth�n]”
(v. 12b).  It is clear from both the context, which affirms the enduring reality and critical
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importance of love, and the reference to knowing as one has “been known,” that the
underlying premise is the one Paul has set forth in 8.1-3 about knowledge and love.
However extensive and significant one’s knowledge about God, because it belongs only
to this age it remains indirect, as in a mirror, and therefore partial.  But Paul anticipates
that in the age to come one’s knowledge of God will be of a radically different order, a
direct, “face to face” communion with God that is appropriate to the saving power of
agap�  by which one has already “been known” (graced and claimed) by God (kathÇs kai
epegnÇsth�n; cf. 8.3, “known by him,” egnÇstai hyp’ autou).152

Not only does Furnish show that the matter addressed in v. 12 far transcends that of

v. 10, but some also suggest that the use of v. 11 to illustrate v. 12 “is very

inadequate….”153

Paul has moved from one thought about God’s revelatory work to another,

which far transcends the earlier revelation.  That distinction alone should show two

different levels of revelation in the two statements, but bo th having to do  with God’s

revelatory ministry to believers.  Thus, Paul concludes with statements about the

permanence of love in v. 13.  In so doing, in his discussion of the permanence of

love in contrast to the temporary character of three revelatory gifts, he addresses (1)

the developing revelation in v. 8, (2) the fuller revelation in vv. 9-11 and (3) the

ultimate revelation in v. 12.  As evident in the transition between vv. 7-8, one

thought leads into another.  All are somewhat distinct but interrelated. 

Not only is a progression of thought  characteristic of this passage, but so

also is the continuity of thought in the overall passage.  It should be noted that this

progression does not interfere with the overall theme.  Carson puts it this way: 

But the connections are deeper.  In the first three verses of this chapter, Paul draws a
contrast between love and the P"D\F:"J" (charismata).  Now in verses 8-13, he picks
up the contrast again, but with a new wrinkle.  Here the contrast turns on the fact that
love is permanent, while the P"D\F:"J" (charismata) terminate.  That, too, demon-
strates love’s intrinsic superiority.  Thus the statement love never fails also anticipates
verse 13.154

SUMM ARY 

That Paul’s primary purpose in 13:8-12—as throughout the remainder of

chapter 13—is not to present a discourse on the cessation of gifts, but rather to

develop the thought of the supremacy of love needs to be understood clearly.  Even

in the verses in which he discusses the cessation of certain gifts, he is showing that
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gifts—as good as they may be—will cease, but love will not.  In the process of

making this po int, though, he chooses three gifts that are all revelatory in nature .  

What is of some interest is how Paul moves from one thought to another

throughout chapter 13 without losing sight of his main point.  This is certainly true

in vv. 8-12.  He begins by referring to three revelatory gifts—prophecy, knowledge,

and tongues—in v. 8 as he discusses revelation being given at the time of the writing.

He then narrows this to two revelatory gifts—prophecy and knowledge—in vv. 9-11

as he discusses a fuller revelation, specifically inscripturated revelation.  He then

narrows further to one gift—knowledge, and that in a secondary manner—in v. 12

as he moves to the ultimate revelation of Christ Himself. 

Since Paul is not delivering a treatise on cessation, one should not read

more into statement than what it says.  He sets forth a conceptual statement

concerning the cessation of these three revelatory gifts— in developing the thought

of love’s supremacy.  His purpose is not to set a date.  From a present perspective,

the gap between the subjects in vv. 8-11 and in v. 12 is many years, but that was not

obvious to Paul.  To him, that the process of revelation was taking place (v. 8) and

that there would be a time when the revelatory process would come to an end (vv.

9-11) was a conceptual truth, but he saw that even such revelation, no matter how

great, could not begin to compare with the final and full revelation when seeing

Christ face to face (v. 12).   

No doubt, Paul addresses the cessation of three gifts, all of which were

revelatory.  The focus is on the verb katargeÇ , which occurs four times in as many

verses.  Every time it is used with reference to inscrip turated revelation, it is in the

passive voice.  This emphasizes the fact that inscripturated revelation, represented

here by the gifts of prophecy and knowledge, would  be forcefully brought to an end

at some point future to the time of writing.  Tongues, also a revela tory gift, but

probably separated from the other two in vv. 9-11 since it was not in the category of

inscripturated revelation, would also come to an end.  The verb used with tongues

is pauÇ  in the middle voice (pausontai), which also suggests cessation.  In contrast

with katargeÇ , however, the termination of this gift would not have the same

dramatic ending as the other two.  It would in its own way come to an end, but

certainly not without divine intervention. 

The time of the cessation of these three gifts is of major concern in these

verses.  On the basis of Paul’s use of teleios throughout his epistles and more

specifically elsewhere in 1  Corinthians, it is evident that 1 Cor 13:10 uses to teleion

in contrast with n�pios as a reference to “maturity” and not to “completeness” or the

presence of the Lord, although the latter is clearly in view in v. 12.  Although to

teleion does not refer to the completion of the canon, the  overall emphasis on divine

revelation in this passage and the reference to three revelatory gifts shows that the

revelatory process is a major theme.  By the time the church becomes mature, the

revelatory process reflected in the three gifts will come to an end by God’s

intervention.  Thus tongues— a supernatural manifestation of the use  of earthly

languages— will end prior to or at the time of this maturation.  
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Verses 8-12 present three things: revelation, cessation, and maturation.

They are intertwined.  Cessation and maturation, although happening at a related

time, should not be confused with each other.  All revelatory gifts would come to an

end before or a t the maturation of the church (a  concept, not a specific point in time).

At the maturation of the church (whenever that happens) all revelatory gifts will have

come to an end according to this passage.
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